THE PEDESTRIAN STICK LIGHT USED IN THE MALLS IS FROM THE LIGHTSTEEL IV SERIES' DESIGNED BY ORNARE LIGHTING. SUPPLIED BY: MONDOULCE SUITE 69 PLAISTOWE MEWS CITY WEST, WEST PERTH.

SPECIFICATION
LIGHT SOURCE: HIT(G 121) 70W ind.
LUMEN: 6600
COLOUR: WHITE RAL 9002
CODE: 9769

320 HOLE IN SIDE OF POLE FOR CONDUITS INSTALLED ABOVE MALL ROAD SLAB

4 OFF M20 S/S BOLTS CHEMICALLY SET INTO PLACE TO SUIT EXISTING SLOPING CONCRETE SLAB IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLE STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS RECOMMENDATIONS

4 OFF 85 X 85 X 6 RADIUS C/D COLLAR DRAINAGE BEAM HEADER COURSE

LOCATION OF BENCH

POSITION OF STICK LIGHT IN HAY STREET MALL ENLARGEMENT

CONTROL GEAR ACCESS

LIGHT / POLE SUPPLIED BY CITY OF PERTH

LUMINAIRE CLEAR DIFFUSER

LAMP HOUSING IN POLE TOP

Fixing detail not to scale

Electrical conduits looping in and out of pole base as required.

Reviewed: 29/06/2018

This document has been prepared by The City of Perth and is subject to change. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that this Design and Construction Note has no further revisions by checking at www.perth.wa.gov.au/dcnotes